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Still	Green	General	Meeting	-	Saturday,	16th	July	2016	

The	Quaker	Centre,	Downhead	Park	
	
	

PROGRAMME		
	

	 	
13.00	–	14.00	 Bring	and	share	lunch	

	
14.00	–	14.10	 Welcome,	introductions	and	plan	for	the	afternoon	

	
14.10		 Section	by	section	discussion	of	the	Chair’s	report,	

followed	by	an	open	discussion	
	 	
15.30	–	15.45	 Comfort/tea	Break	
15.45	–	16.00		 Formal	Meeting				

Agenda:	
1			Preliminaries,	including	minutes	of	the	last	meeting	
2			Board	nomination	–	to	approve	Ruth	Gapp	as	a	
Director	
3			Points	for	the	attention	of	the	board		
4			AOB	and	date	of	next	general	meeting	
	

16.	00	 Close	and	clear	
	 	
	
	
The	following	documents	are	appended:	

1 Chairs	Report		
2 Minutes	of	the	last	GM	and	last	members	meeting.	
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	1			Chair’s	report	
 
1   Board meetings and recent developments  
 
The Board has met once (in July) since our general meeting in May. The more 
substantial issues discussed form the basis for sections 2, 3 and 4 below.  
 
The only development regarding the Monkston Park site is that MKDP have indicated 
that they may, after all, be willing to make payment to us for some of the technical 
reports we obtained.  This depends on whether the consultants concerned will ‘assign’ 
them to MKDP and to a subsequent land purchaser, and for how much.  While 
welcome, this possibility may not mean very much in financial terms. 
 
Meanwhile, contact has been made with the owners of a very suitable site who appear 
willing to contemplate it being used for a cohousing development. This discussion has 
barely started, so members should not hold their breath!  
 
We are pleased to welcome Marilyn Martin into membership and Tessa & Gus Smith 
who are joining soon.    
 
No material change in our finances has occurred.  The board is exploring whether 
shifting the account to Triodos bank (who responded well to our enquiries about 
possible loan finance) would significantly reduce our bank charges.  This is part of 
estimating the annual cost of keeping the company ‘ticking over’.  
 
The Board agreed to put Still Green on the MK Council register of those seeking land 
for self-build, and asks individual members to consider doing so as well. Since April, 
the Council is statutorily obliged to arrange that sufficient and suitable sites for self-
build come to market to meet demand - as evidenced by this register. 
 
It is proposed that the August social be used to mark the transition taking place and to 
thank those standing down from the board and our professional advisors.   
 
2   Partial loan repayments 
 
The company has £11,600 in its bank account – funds which were provided by 
members largely in the form of loans intended to help secure and develop a suitable 
site, and for some as down payment on a property if and when the scheme came to 
fruition.   

At this transition point, with no immediate requirement for such large amounts and a 
likely turnover among members hoping to become residents, the board considers it 
appropriate to offer some of these funds back to lenders – while still retaining enough 
to provide a launching pad for the next attempt.   

In principle, a further re-payment might one day be possible - but only if and when a 
site has been successfully developed (there being no other source of funds from which 
loans could be repaid). 
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With this in mind, the Board proposes to offer lenders a repayment of 35% of the 
value of their loans.   

If all lenders accept this offer - and the Board encourages lenders to do so - then the 
company will have funds of the order of £1,600 on which to start the next attempt.  If 
any members prefer to waive their re-payment, then of course this sum would be 
increased accordingly.   

If a lender continuously remains a member of Still Green and at a later point wishes to 
become a resident, their loan contribution and their 'standing' in relation to the priority 
of allocation of units would be maintained.   

Finally, lenders who no longer wish to remain as members of Still Green could be 
asked whether they wish the remainder of their loan to stand, or instead are content 
that it be written off (effectively converting it to a donation). This would reduce the 
company’s debt and simplify the loan administration.  

The board invites comments from members on these proposals. 
 
3   Re-grouping  
 
The first requirement for a successful handing on of the Still Green torch is to ensure 
a functioning, quorate Board (the minimum number of Directors is three).  On this 
matter: 

• Jenny Borden and Jayne Meadows have said they wish to stand down as 
Directors from the end of August. 

• Ruth Gapp is willing to join the board.  
• Marilyn Martin had also said she was willing to join the board – but having 

just this week heard some unsettling news, she has reluctantly concluded that 
she must withdraw that offer, at least for the time being; she will continue to 
assist on the marketing. 

• Donna Budden, Rob Paton and Malcolm Brighton are prepared to continue as 
Directors for a bit longer.  Barring rapid progress concerning the site 
possibility referred to above, their continuation as Directors will be on a 
caretaker basis while potential directors are found from among new members.  

• In particular, Rob cannot continue to act as an Executive Director. The Board 
will also need to find or recruit in members willing to take on the roles of 
Company Secretary and Treasurer. 

 
The Board needs to be supported by other roles.  We are very grateful therefore that 
Chris Coffin is willing to continue as finance officer for the time being. Membership 
secretary is another (non-Board) role, based on a relatively self-contained task, for 
which it would be wonderful to find a willing member (a related matter concerns the 
need for some administrative renewal and/or handover).  
 
From informal discussions and the experience of other cohousing groups, what is 
likely to be needed for the next year or so will be a focus on recruitment and 
community-building.  The aim must be to attract many more members so the work 
can be shared out, and so that potential residents and lenders will step forward when a 
suitable site is found. This recruitment would be pursued through: 
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• Monthly social events – possibly including visits to other schemes - to build 
mutual understanding, commitment, and a sense of community  

• Outreach activities – to raise our profile, especially in MK, and to draw 
potential members into face-to-face discussions  

Progress in attracting and retaining members will be the main basis on which progress 
can be judged. 
 
Such activities are likely to be arranged through small action-groups, of which one for 
marketing is the most urgent.  General Meetings might be held every two or three 
months, with Board meetings held quarterly, or as needed. 
 
4   Promotion & Recruitment 
 
We have well thought-out ideas (target groups, channels, key messages…), set out in 
some detail in draft communication plans with cost estimates. Nevertheless, and 
notwithstanding some specific points of progress, what we have woefully lacked, in 
recent months, is sustained follow-through!  The reasons for this are many and varied 
– not having the public liability insurance needed to confirm a meeting, competing 
priorities meaning some of us (myself very much included) not delivering as we had 
intended, technical hold-ups (eg, with adjusting the logo for Facebook and Twitter) 
and skills gaps, and perhaps especially, fuzziness over who does and has authority for 
what, combined with a lack of urgency following loss of the site…   
 
Against this background we need modest targets and to pin down specific next steps 
with dates. What follows is a review of where (I think) we are with different areas of 
work: 

• A new website – recently, James reckoned this still needed the equivalent of 
two weeks full time effort; he is taking August 20th as a target for completion. 

• Revised Prospectus - Jenny will have a first go at this and pass back to Rob 
by end of July. 

• Preparation of revised and updated content for the website – name(s) needed, 
and target date? 

• On-going, virtual press office -ie, a few members willing to prepare press 
releases and event notices, and to solicit and gather contributions to an online 
newsletter also using items as notices for the UK Network website, Facebook 
etc. –Marilyn Martin, Nick Pandya and Rob expected to be part of this crew 

• Occasional events, either with other bodies (AECB, U3A, MK Forum, 
Pensioners Alliance… ) or on our own (a public meeting for potential self-
builders? A housing options for the elderly meeting?...); Ruth Gapp has 
agreed to take on the role of ‘events organiser’ for these – liaising over dates, 
booking venues, posting the details on the website and/or passing them to the 
press crew. Aim for one in the autumn and to have two set up for next year? 

• Three-ply leaflet and card - Donna and Alan to orchestrate design and 
production of final version [NB a few relevant photos still needed! – offer to 
search and source through the UK Network required]; target date?  All to 
help with judicious distribution through social networks. 

• Response-handling – small crew needed to share out the checking of emails 
and responding appropriately… 

Apologies for errors and omissions in the above! 
Rob Paton, 12th July, 2016 
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Minutes	of	the	Ordinary	General	Meeting,	19th	March	2016	
 

Present: Jenny Borden (Chair), Rob Paton (minutes), Alan Budden, Donna Budden, 
Gloria Chew, James Chew, Christopher Coffin, Karen Coffin, Ruth Gapp, Jayne 
Meadows, Nick Pandya, Jo Paton, Ines Russell, Clare Scott, Alex Yeats  

Apologies: Wayne Borden, Edis Bevan, Lee Taylor 

1   Minutes and matters arising: these were approved. Rob explained that to ensure a 
timely submission, the final version of the accounts been despatched to Companies 
House before sharing them with the person expected to become Treasurer. 

2   Matters to note from the afternoon’s discussions:  

• Project development and the contract with MKDP: Rob would circulate a 
report based on the latest information as presented to the board and members 
during the day; it would highlight the key points and numbers. 

• Units and unit Prices: Members appreciated the drawings provided by Alan 
Budden, as these had stimulated useful discussion; Rob would also circulate 
the prices for the units proposed by Estate Agents 

• Website: James would progress the new website and pass to Jenny to update 
the content, including alerting visitors to the likely prices of units; it was 
recognised that the having on-going activity on the website was crucial and 
this was the bigger challenge. 

• Marketing: Ruth and Nick offered to join Marilyn and Donna on the 
marketing group and they would meet shortly   

• Visits: After visiting Holland, Karen and Chris would make a proposal about a 
possible SG trip later in the year. It was also reported that the next Springhill 
open day would be on May 14th.  

3    Next meeting: April 23rd, in the Quaker Centre, with the same timings (lunch at 
13.00, meeting from 14.00-16.00) 

  

	

Notes	of	the	Still	Green	Meeting	on	
Saturday	May	21st.	

• Present: Jenny Borden, Wayne Borden, James Chew, Christopher Coffin, 
Karen Coffin, Ruth Gapp, Marilyn Martin, Jayne Meadows, Jo and Rob Paton, 
Ines Russell, Surjit, Alex Yeats 

• Apologies: Gloria Chew, Alan and Donna Budden, Sheila Bacon, Malcolm 
Brighton, Sheila Dale, Clare Scott, Tess and Gus Smith 
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• Reports:  Rob expanded on points in the report and developments since – 
including reading a pessimistic email from Robert Purton about developments 
in the local housing development market (in the short-term, developers were 
fully committed; in the medium and longer term, they were concerned about 
gathering clouds, and so were holding back on future commitments).  Hence 
the prospects of finding a different development partner for Monkston Park 
were very slim indeed.  Jenny reported on the recruitment difficulties faced by 
the  Colchester and London cohousing schemes. 

• Where do members stand?  The Patons would have to proceed with 
downsizing and could no longer bank on an MK cohousing scheme coming 
together in time. The Bordens were committing to what remained of the 
Woodside scheme in London and in due course Jenny would like to leave the 
Board. Ines Russell felt likewise that she would have to find another solution. 
Alex Yeats said he found it hard to envisage moving again even if another 
scheme came together.  Jayne Meadows wished to stand down from the board.  
On the other hand, all remained convinced by the cohousing idea and those 
who wished to stand down from leadership positions intended to remain as 
supporting members (and as with other supporting members, the possibility of 
residency was not completely ruled out).  Prospective/new members remained 
enthusiastic (NB the Smiths had said they would apply for membership and 
were very sorry that a bereavement had prevented their attendance). 

• Regrouping.  The sense of the meeting was that we needed a period of 
transition – as the old leadership team stood down and a completely new 
Board was phased in.  This would take a few months and would involve 
conversations with members about how they could contribute. We noted the 
support received by K1 from the Cambridge Council, and so as part of this 
transition, Rob would write a brief note to help re-position ourselves within 
MK, and would try to speak to one or two senior figures in the council. We 
might mark the transition with a party in August. 

• Practical steps on marketing.  We understood that it had been very hard to 
progress this in the face of losing the site. We needed to remove references to 
the site from the website and the Prospectus. James would return to finishing 
off the new website. RP to tidy up the dropbox and archive material no longer 
of direct relevance; Marilyn to be invited to join the main SG dropbox asap. 
RP and MM to meet to talk through a handover of some tasks and to clarify 
the practicalities of digital marketing.  Clarity needed on who was our link to 
the UK Network - a role for Ruth?  RP had drafted a piece for the UK 
Network bulletin, and we should try to place a short notice in it regularly as 
part of raising and maintaining a profile.  

• RP 5th June 2016 

	


